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LOOP CALCULATIONS WITHFeynArts, FormCal, AND LoopTools�Thomas HahnInstitut für Theoretishe Physik, Universität KarlsruheD�76128 Karlsruhe, Germany(Reeived Otober 11, 1999)Three programs are presented for automatially generating and al-ulating Feynman diagrams: the diagrams are generated with FeynArts,algebraially simpli�ed with FormCal, and �nally evaluated numeriallyusing the LoopTools pakage. The alulations are performed analytiallyas far as possible, with results given in a form well suited for numerialevaluation. The latter is then straightforward using the implementationsof the one-loop integrals in LoopTools.PACS numbers: 07.05.Bx, 12.15.Lk1. IntrodutionWith the inreasing auray of experimental data, one-loop alulationshave long sine beome indispensable. Doing suh alulations by handis arduous and error-prone and in some ases simply impossible. So forsome time already, software pakages have been developed to automate thesealulations (e.g. [1, 2℄). Yet one remaining obstale is that these pakagesgenerally takle only part of the problem, and there is still onsiderable workleft in making them work together.In this paper three pakages, FeynArts, FormCal, and LoopTools, arepresented whih work hand in hand. The user has to supply only small driverprograms whose main purpose is to speify the neessary input parameters.This makes the whole system very �open� in the sense that the results arereturned as Mathematia expressions whih an easily be manipulated, e.g.to selet or modify terms.� Presented at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999. (3469)



3470 T. HahnFormCal an work either in dimensional regularization or in onstraineddi�erential renormalization [3℄, the latter of whih is equivalent at the one-loop level to regularization by dimensional redution [4℄. This makes Form-Cal suitable e.g. for alulations in supersymmetri models.Sine one-loop alulations an range anywhere from a handful to severalhundreds of diagrams (partiularly so in models with many partiles like theMSSM), speed is an issue, too. FormCal, the program whih does thealgebrai simpli�ation, therefore uses FORM [5℄ for the time-onsumingparts of the alulation. Owing to FORM's speed, FormCal an proess,for example, the 1000-odd one-loop diagrams of W�W sattering in theStandard Model [6℄ in about 5 minutes on an ordinary Pentium PC.The following table summarizes the steps in a one-loop alulation andthe distribution of tasks among the programs FeynArts, FormCal, andLoopTools: � Create the topologiesDiagram � Insert �eldsgeneration � Apply the Feynman rules� Paint the diagrams 9>>=>>; FeynArts# � Contrat indiesAlgebrai � Calulate traessimpli�ation � Redue tensor integrals� Introdue abbreviations 9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>; FormCal# � Convert Mathematia outputNumerial to Fortran odeevaluation � Supply a driver program� Implementation of the integrals g LoopToolsThe following setions desribe the main funtions of eah program. Fur-thermore, the FormCal pakage ontains two sample alulations in theeletroweak Standard Model, ZZ ! ZZ [7℄ and e+e� ! �t t [8℄, whihdemonstrate how the programs are used together.2. FeynArtsFeynArts is a Mathematia pakage for the generation and visualizationof Feynman diagrams and amplitudes [9℄. It works in the three basi stepsskethed in Fig. 1.The �rst step is to reate all di�erent topologies for a given number ofloops and external legs. For example, to reate all one-loop topologies for a1! 2 proess, the following all to CreateTopologies is used:
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furtherproessing

Find all distint ways of onnet-ing inoming and outgoing lines(CreateTopologies)TopologiesDetermine all allowedombinations of �elds(InsertFields) Draw the results(Paint)DiagramsApply the Feynman rules(CreateFeynAmp)AmplitudesFig. 1. Flowhart for the generation of Feynman amplitudes with FeynArts.top = CreateTopologies[1, 1 -> 2℄In the seond step, the atual partiles in the model have to be dis-tributed over the topologies in all allowed ways. E.g. the diagrams forZ ! b�b are produed withins = InsertFields[top, V[2℄ -> {F[4,{3}℄, -F[4,{3}℄}℄where F[4, {3}℄ is the b-quark, -F[4, {3}℄ its antipartile, and V[2℄ the Zboson. The �elds and their ouplings are de�ned in a speial �le, the model�le, whih the user an supply or modify. Model �les are urrently providedfor QED, the eletroweak Standard Model, and QCD; a MSSM model �le isin preparation.The diagrams an be drawn with Paint[ins℄, depending on the optionseither on sreen, or in a PostSript or LATEX �le. Finally, the analytiexpressions for the diagrams are obtained byamp = CreateFeynAmp[ins℄



3472 T. Hahn3. FormCalThe evaluation of the FeynArts output proeeds in two steps:1. The symboli expressions for the diagrams are simpli�ed algebraiallywith FormCal whih returns the results in a form well suited fornumerial evaluation.2. The Mathematia expressions then need to be translated into a For-tran program. (The numerial evaluation ould, in priniple, be donein Mathematia diretly, but this beomes very slow for large ampli-tudes.) The translation is done by the program NumPrep whih ispart of the FormCal pakage. For ompiling the generated ode oneneeds a driver program (also in FormCal), and the numerial imple-mentations of the one-loop integrals in LoopTools.The struture of FormCal is simple: it prepares the symboli expressionsof the diagrams in an input �le for FORM, runs FORM, and retrieves theresults. This interation is transparent to the user. FormCal ombinesthe speed of FORM with the powerful instrution set of Mathematia andthe latter greatly failitates further proessing of the results. The followingdiagram shows shematially how FormCal interats with FORM :input �leMathLinkMathematiapro: user friendlyon: slow on largeexpressions FORMpro: extremely fast onpolynomial expressions,on: not so user friendlyuser interfae internal FormCal funtionsThe main funtion in FormCal is OneLoop (the name is not stritlyorret sine it works also with tree graphs). It is used like this:<< FormCal`amps = << myamps.m (* load some amplitudes *)result = OneLoop[amps℄where it is assumed that the �le myamps.m ontains amplitudes generated byFeynArts. OneLoop uses dimensional regularization by default. To alulatein onstrained di�erential renormalization (� dimensional redution at theone-loop level), one has to put $Dimension = 4 before invoking OneLoop.Note that OneLoop needs no delarations of the kinematis of the underlyingproess; it uses the information FeynArts hands down.Even more omprehensive than OneLoop, the funtion ProessFile anproess entire �les. It ollets the diagrams into bloks suh that index



Loop Calulations with FeynArts, FormCal, and LoopTools 3473summations (e.g. over fermion generations) an later be arried out easily,i.e. only diagrams whih are summed over the same indies are put in oneblok. ProessFile is invoked e.g. asProessFile["vertex.amp", "results/vertex"℄whih reads the FeynArts amplitudes from vertex.amp and produes �lesof the form results/vertexid.m, where id is an identi�er for a partiularblok.OneLoop and ProessFile return expressions where spinor hains, dotproduts of vetors, and Levi�Civita tensors ontrated with vetors havebeen olleted and abbreviated. A term in suh an expression may look likeC0i[1, MW2, S, MW2, MZ2, MW2, MW2℄ *( AbbSum12*(-8*a2*MW2 + 4*a2*MW2*S2 - 2*a2*CW^2*MW2*S2 +16*a2*CW^2*S*S2 + 4*a2*C2*MW2*SW^2) +Abb47*(-32*a2*CW^2*MW2*S2 + 8*a2*CW^2*S2*T +8*a2*CW^2*S2*U) -AbbSum13*(-64*a2*CW^2*MW2*S2 + 16*a2*CW^2*S2*T +16*a2*CW^2*S2*U) )Here, the tensor oe�ient funtion C1(M2W; s;M2W;M2Z;M2W;M2W) is multi-plied with a linear ombination of abbreviations like Abb47 or AbbSum12 withertain oe�ients. These oe�ients ontain the Mandelstam variables S,T, and U and some short-hands for parameters of the Standard Model, e.g.a2 = �2.The abbreviations like Abb47 or AbbSum12 are introdued automatiallyand an signi�antly redue the size of an amplitude. The de�nitions of theabbreviations an be retrieved by Abbreviations[℄ whih returns a list ofrules suh that result //. Abbreviations[℄ gives the full, unabbreviatedexpression. 4. LoopToolsLoopTools supplies the atual numerial implementations of the one-loop funtions needed for programs made from the FormCal output. Itis based on the reliable pakage FF [10℄ and provides in addition to thesalar integrals of FF also the tensor oe�ients in the onventions of [11℄.LoopTools o�ers three interfaes: Fortran, C++, and Mathematia, so mostprogramming tastes should be served.Using LoopTools funtions in Fortran and C++ is very similar. In For-tran it is neessary to inlude the two �les tools.F and tools.h, the latterone in every funtion or subroutine. In C++, tools.h must be inludedone. Before using any LoopTools funtion, baini must be alled and at



3474 T. Hahnthe end of the alulation baexi may be alled to obtain a summary oferrors. It is of ourse possible to hange parameters like the sale � fromdimensional regularization; this is desribed in detail in the manual [12℄.A very simple program would for instane beFortran#inlude "tools.F"program simple#inlude "tools.h"all bainiprint *, B0(1000D0,50D0,80D0)all baexiend
C++#inlude "tools.h"main(){baini();out << B0(1000.,50.,80.) << "\n";baexi();}The Mathematia interfae is even simpler to use:In[1℄:= Install["ba"℄In[2℄:= B0[1000, 50, 80℄Out[2℄= -4.40593 + 2.70414 I5. Requirements and availabilityAll three pakages require Mathematia 2.2 or above; FormCal needs inaddition FORM, preferably version 2 or above; LoopTools needs a Fortranompiler, g/g++, and GNU make.The pakages should ompile and run without hange on any Unix plat-form. They are spei�ally known to work under DEC Unix, HP-UX, Linux,Solaris, and AIX. All three pakages are open soure and stand under theGNU library general publi liense. They are available fromhttp://www-itp.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de/feynartshttp://www-itp.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de/formalhttp://www-itp.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de/looptoolsThis work has been supported by DFG under ontrat Ku 502/8�1.
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